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CODE

Github: https://github.com/raresct/astrohack_solution

Leaderboard (Apr 30 2pm): 170162.795136 

Validation file: submission_gold_292.041600292.csv

PIPELINE
1. image preprocessing
2. feature extraction
3. regression

https://github.com/raresct/astrohack_solution


Image 
processing

1. Noise filtering is performed by 
finding local maxima in the 
image that are of a mostly 
comparable brightness as that 
found around the galaxy center, 
then determining their radii, and 
zeroing them out.

2. Normalization: 
[X-mean(X)] / std(X)

3. Crop to center (half height and 
width), final size 224x244



Noise filtering 
examples



Feature extraction
● Keras pre-trained CNN models on Imagenet (transfer learning) with 

Tensorflow backend

● Resnet50 without top FC layer -> 2048 features

● VGG16 with last layer -> 1000 features/classes

● Common VGG16 image prediction applied to galaxies ;-) 
toilet_tissue, airship, mosquito_net, nematode, matchstick, spotlight, 
water_snake, petri_dish, etc…

● Other image size (299x299) and models combination attempted 
(Inception,Xception,VGG19) without improvement



Feature extractions - continued

● Manual features : 
Distance (various transformations: pow, log, inverse)
Flux, variance, mean, center mean

● Total 3k features finally

● Strategy : keep adding features as far as local CV was 
improving

● Tried PCA and IncrementalPCA on (N,3K) feature matrix, 
no improvement



Regression
● On original label (log), 

● for validation: N_train = 9K, N_hold = 1K, 

● for test N_train = 74883, N_hold = 4K

● lgbm = LightGBM (Microsoft’s xgboost, faster than 
xgboost) 

● Optimal boost round determined by 3 fold cross 
validation



Feature importance
Top 15 features (in log space, first 3 are very important, the rest are a long tail)

1. Distance 6. std(X) 11. Resnet50_87

2. sum(X) 7. Resnet50_785 12. Resnet50_1912

3. 1/Distance 8. Resnet50_108 13. Resnet50_499

4. Resnet50_1700 9. Resnet50_100 14. Resnet50_910

5. min(X) 10. Resnet50_977 15. Resnet50_2002



Feature importance



Hold-out performance (trained on 9K g-band)



Best submission on Leaderboard : 126646 !

https://github.com/raresct/astrohack_solution/tree/master/full_test

● Same model but trained on full set of g-band image  :  75k minus 4K used as validation set for 
regressor cross validation/early stopping

● Given validation set size of 1734 -> mean Xi2 = 126646/1734 = 73.03 -> sqrt 8.54
i.e. our error is on average 9x ground truth error...

● Reduced learning rate to 0.01 (from 0.05)

https://github.com/raresct/astrohack_solution/tree/master/full_test
https://github.com/raresct/astrohack_solution/tree/master/full_test


Performance

● Image preprocessing is multi-threaded for max efficiency (75k images in 5min)

● Further optimization after deadline by running VGG16 and Resnet50 prediction on 2 different GPUS

● Added GPU support for LightGBM

=> End-to-end, runtime below 30min !!!



Thank you!


